Polypyrimidine sequences found in eukaryotic DNA have been conserved during evolution.
L-cell DNA contains an unexpectedly large amount of long pyrimidine tracts. Hydroxyapatite chromatography has been employed to show that these polypyrimidines hydridize extensively to the reiterated DNA of a large number of eukaryotes but fail to hybridize to prokaryotic DNA. This reaction is sequence specific and not the result of a special property of polypyrimidines since random 3H-labelled poly(dC-dT) shows poor hybridization to eukaryotic DNA. The hybrids formed by L-cell polypyrimidines and heterologous repeated sequences have a higher thermal stability than the corresponding hybrids of total repeated DNA indicating that sequences related to these polypyrimidines have been conserved during evolution. Furthermore, at least some of these tracts are transcribed because they are capable of reacting extensively with total cellular RNA. Although the function of these sequences is not yet known, the fact that they are widely conserved in evolution and also transcribed leads us to speculate that they play an an important role in eukaryotic cells.